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Recent calls for instructional innovation in undergraduate science,
mathematics, engineering, and technology (SMET) courses and programs highlight the need for a solid foundation of education research
at the undergraduatelevel on which to base policy and practice. We
report herein the results of a meta-analysisthat integratesresearch on
undergraduateSMET education since 1980. The meta-analysis demonstrates that various forms of small-group learning are effective in
promoting greater academic achievement, more favorable attitudes
toward learning, and increased persistence through SMET courses
and programs. The magnitude of the effects reported in this study
exceeds most findings in comparable reviews of research on educational innovations and supports more widespread implementationof
small-group learning in undergraduateSMET.
The need to strengthenscience and mathematicseducation in the U.S. was
repeatedly emphasized in education studies conducted during the 1980s (e.g.,
National Commission on Excellence in Education,1983; National Science Foundation & U.S. Departmentof Education, 1980). More recently, reports from
national commissions, disciplinarygroups, researchers,employers, faculty, and
students call for instructional innovations in science, mathematics,
engineering,andtechnology (SMET) education (American Association for the
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Advancement of Science, 1989, 1990; Boyer Commission, 1998; National Research Council, 1995, 1996; National Science Foundation, 1996). A consistent
recommendation advanced in these recent reports is the need for a shift in
emphasis from teachingto learning.The message is clear:What studentslearn is
greatly influenced by how they learn, and many students learn best through
active, collaborative, small-group work inside and outside the classroom. The
National Science Foundation (1996), for example, recommends that students
have frequentaccess to active learningexperiences in class and out of class (as
through study groups).
Collaboration in SMET courses and programs is aimed at enhancing the
preparationof studentsfor collaborationin SMET professions and at giving all
studentsa bettersense of how scientists and engineerswork. An AmericanAssociation for the Advancementof Science (1989) reportadvises that
the collaborativenatureof scientific and technologicalwork should be
stronglyreinforcedby frequentgroupactivityin the classroom.Scientists
and engineerswork mostly in groupsand less often as isolatedinvestigators. Similarly,studentsshould gain experiencesharingresponsibilityfor
learningwith each other (p. 148).
Cooperationin SMET courses and programsmay offer benefits apart from
promoting an understandingof how scientists and engineers work. The American Association for the Advancementof Science (1989) also suggests that
overemphasison competition among students for high grades distorts
what ought to be the prime motive for studyingscience: to find things
out. Competitionamong studentsin the science classroommay result in
many of them developinga dislikeof science and losing their confidence
in their ability to learn science (p. 151).
Excessively competitive classroom environmentshave particularlyimpeded the
opportunityof womenandmembersof underrepresented
groupsto participateequally
in SMET (Minoritiesin Science, 1992; Seymour,1992, 1995; Seymour& Hewitt,
1997; Tobias, 1990). Consequently,educationalequity remains an elusive goal
amid calls for scientificliteracyfor all (NationalScience Foundation,1996).
For the most part, college and university educators have yet to respond to
calls for greateropportunitiesfor collaborationand cooperationin SMET courses
and programs (National Science Foundation, 1996). Indeed, many SMET faculty continue to be informed by the belief that "lecture hall education is still
with us after all these centuries because-although everyone agrees it is a terrible way for students to learn-it is still the best thing anyone has yet invented"(Arch, 1998, p. 1869). The National Science Foundation(1996) asserts,
however, that the unintended consequences of this focus on teaching rather
than learning include unfavorableattitudestoward SMET among students, unacceptably high attritionfrom SMET fields of study, inadequatepreparationfor
teaching science and mathematicsat the precollege level, and graduates who
"go out into the workforce ill-preparedto solve real problems in a cooperative
way, lacking the skills and motivation to continue learning"(p. iii).
In contrast to instructorsat postsecondaryinstitutions, most instructorsat
the presecondarylevel have adopted small-grouplearning. In a recent national
survey (Puma, Jones, Rock, & Fernandez, 1993), 79% of elementary school
22
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teachers and 62% of middle school teachersreportedthat they employ cooperative learning (a form of small-group learning that encompasses several practices) in their classrooms on a sustainedbasis. The widespreadpractice of cooperative learning at the presecondary level seems to be based largely on the
influence of more than 25 years of research,primarilywithin a social-psychological frameworkemploying quantitativemethods, that contraststhe effects of
cooperative learning with the effects of competitive or individual instruction.
Indeed, links between cooperative learning theory, research, and practice have
been characterizedas "one of the greatest success stories in the history of educational research"(Slavin,1996, p. 43).
The substantialnumber of primarystudies on cooperative learning has precipitated several meta-analysesof its effects on various outcomes. Analysts who
include postsecondary samples in their quantitativeresearch syntheses (e.g.,
Johnson & Johnson, 1989; Johnson,'Johnson,& Smith, 1991a, 1991b; Johnson,
Maruyama,Johnson, Nelson, & Skon, 1981; Qin, Johnson, & Johnson, 1995)
have integratedthe statisticalresults of hundredsof empiricalinvestigationsthat
contrast cooperative interactions with competitive or individual ones. These
meta-analyses have consistently reportedthat cooperationhas favorable effects
on achievement and productivity,psychological health and self-esteem, intergroup attitudes, and attitudes toward learning. This large body of theory and
research(e.g., Cohen, 1994; Johnson& Johnson, 1989; Newmann & Thompson,
1987; Sharan, 1990; Slavin, 1995), based primarilyon grades two throughnine,
suggests that it is no longer necessary to establish cooperative learning as a
"legitimatemethod of instructionthat can help studentsto learn"(Cohen, 1994,
p. 30). SupportingCohen's statement,Ellis and Fouts (1997) conclude in their
review of researchon educationalinnovationsthat "cooperativelearninghas the
best and largest empiricalbase" (p. 173). Yet notable gaps in the researchbase
are evident. Despite the volume of researchon cooperativelearning,few investigations have focused on college students outside the psychology laboratory.
Educationalpolicymakersandclassroompractitionerscommonlyquestionwhether
these short-term,controlledexperimentscan adequatelyinform policy and practice. To our knowledge, no meta-analysisof small-grouplearningfocuses exclusively on undergraduatesin actual classroom or programmaticsettings.
This meta-analysis of research on college students in SMET is intended to
facilitate a greaterunderstandingof the effects of small-grouplearning in classrooms and programsat the postsecondarylevel. We address the learning outcomes most frequently noted in the national reports cited above: academic
achievement, persistence (or retention), and a broad range of attitudes (selfesteem, motivation to achieve, and attitudes toward learning SMET material).
We choose to use meta-analysisbecause the procedurehas considerableutility
in informing policy and practice (Glass, McGaw, & Smith, 1981; Hedges &
Olkin, 1985; Mann, 1994; National Research Council, 1992).
Conceptual Framework
A growing literatureon small-grouplearning at the postsecondarylevel distinguishes between cooperative and collaborative learning (e.g., Cuseo, 1992;
Matthews, Cooper, Davidson, & Hawkes, 1995). Cooperativelearning may be
23
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describedas a "structured,systematicinstructionalstrategyin which small groups
work together toward a common goal" (Cooper & Mueck, 1990, p. 68). Procedures that characterizecooperative learning include communicatinga common
goal to group members, offering rewardsto group members for achieving their
group's goal, assigning interrelatedand complementaryroles and tasks to individuals within each group, holding each individual in each group accountable
for his or her learning, providing team-buildingactivities or elaboratingon the
social skills needed for effective group work, and discussing ways in which
each group's work could be accomplishedmore effectively. In contrast,collaborative learning is characterizedby relatively unstructuredprocesses through
which participantsnegotiate goals, define problems, develop procedures, and
produce socially constructedknowledge in small groups.
The many forms of cooperative and collaborative small-group learning do
not follow from a single theoreticalperspective, rather,they are "more like an
arborof vines growing in parallel,crossing, or intertwined"(MacGregor,1992,
p. 37). Conceptualframeworksfor small-grouplearning are rooted in such disparate fields as philosophy of education (Dewey, 1943), cognitive psychology
(Piaget, 1926; Vygotsky, 1978), social psychology (Deutsch, 1949; Lewin, 1935),
and humanistand feminist pedagogy (Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger,& Tarule,
1986). We describe three broad, interrelatedtheoreticalperspectives on the effects of small-grouplearning on academic achievement as motivational, affective, and cognitive.
Motivational Perspective
From a motivational perspective, competitive grading and reward systems
lead to peer norms that oppose academic effort and academic support.Because
one student's success decreases the chances that others will succeed, students
may express normsreflectingthat "highachievementis for nerds"(Slavin, 1992,
pp. 157-158) or may interfere with one another's success. The rationale for
implementing group goals is that, if students value the success of the group,
they will encourage and help one anotherto achieve, in contrastto competitive
learning environments.
Motivationalisttheories also tend to emphasize the importanceof individual
accountability.An underlyingassumptionis that studentsmight readily interact
with and help one another,but without appropriatestructure,their help might
merely consist of sharinganswersand doing each other's work. By holding each
group member accountablefor learning, the incentive structuresupports individuals teaching one anotherand regularlyassessing one another'slearning.
Affective Perspective
Based largely on Dewey's (1943) experientialphilosophy of education, affective or humanisttheorists(e.g., Kohn, 1986; Sharan,1990) generally emphasize intrinsic rather than extrinsic motivations. Based on the proposition that
group work in a nonthreateningenvironment can lead to learning naturally,
humanist theorists generally assert that the role of the instructorshould be to
facilitate more frequentand less constrainedinteractionamong students, rather
than to serve as an unquestioned authority. From this perspective, students,
particularlywomen and members of underrepresentedgroups, have greaterop24
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portunitiesto be heard and also to learn by participatingin more collaborative
and democratic teaching and learning processes (Belenky et al., 1986).
Cognitive Perspective
A third perspective on small-grouplearning may be described as cognitive.
Proponentsof a cognitive perspectivegenerally contend that interactionsamong
students increase achievement because of more intense informationprocessing.
Developmental cognitive theories are generally grounded in the pioneering
work of Piaget (1926) or Vygotsky (1978). These theories generally hold that
face-to-face work on open-ended tasks-projects with several possible paths
leading to multiple acceptable solutions-facilitate cognitive growth. From this
viewpoint, the opportunityfor studentsto discuss, debate, and presenttheir own
and hear one another'sperspectivesis the critical element in small-grouplearning. Students learn from one another because, in their discussions of the content, cognitive conflicts will arise, inadequatereasoning will be exposed, and
enriched understandingwill emerge.
Theorists disagree on the amount of structurethat is appropriatefor higherorder thinking. Those who advocate more collaborative processes generally
assert that "too much structureon a task that involves higher-orderthinking
skills is dysfunctional because it impedes conceptually oriented interactions"
(Cohen, 1994, p. 20). Forexample, "Hertz-Lazarowitz
(1989) as well as Nystrand,
Gamoran,and Heck (1991) imply that,unless groupsdeterminetheir own procedures, their interactionswill be less elaborated"(Cohen, 1994, p. 21). In contrast, several cooperative learning theorists (e.g., Johnson & Johnson, 1985;
Smith, Johnson, & Johnson, 1981) assert that having the instructordefine problems, specify procedures,and assign roles to group memberscan result in superior interactions characterizedby high-level discussions that lead to greater
conceptual understanding.
A different cognitive perspective, one related to content knowledge rather
than to higher-orderthinking, may be described as cognitive elaboration. Research in cognitive psychology has long held that, if new informationis to be
retained,it must be related to informationalreadyin memory. Therefore,learners must engage in some sort of cognitive restructuring,or elaboration,of the
material.One of the most effective means of elaborationis explaining the material to someone else. For example, Dansereau(1988) and his colleagues report
that pairs of college studentsworking on structuredcooperative scripts-during
which one takes the role of recaller and the other as listener-can learn technical material or proceduresfar better.than students working alone.
Forms of Small-GroupLearning
Small-grouplearningoccurs in a greatvarietyof forms. The numberof forms
extends well beyond those few initiated, promoted,and evaluated primarilyfor
the K-12 levels at research and development institutes. Well-known forms include Jigsaw (Aronson, Blaney, Stephan,Sikes, & Snapp, 1978), StudentTeam
Learning (Slavin, 1995), Group Investigation(Sharan, 1990), and LearningTogether (Johnson & Johnson, 1989). Underscoringthe problems in developing a
comprehensivetaxonomy of small-grouplearning,Kagan (1994) describes more
than 100 forms of cooperative learning that instructorsat various educational
25
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levels have implemented. A list of collaborativelearning forms, and forms of
small-group learning that mix cooperative and collaborative processes, would
likely extend beyond an additional 100 entries. Although previous studies of
cooperative learning in science education (e.g., Okebukola, 1985) have focused
on a relatively small numberof forms, the currentlandscape, particularlyin in
undergraduateSMET education, is much more diverse and complex than a
decade ago (Cooper & Robinson, 1998).
Exacerbatingthe problemsin identifyingvarious small-grouplearningprocedures, college students do not distinguishamong cooperativeand collaborative
practices, and those between, to the extent that learningtheoristsmight expect.
Seymour(personalcommunication,April 8, 1998) and her colleagues have found,
in two recent
throughinterviewsof 688 engineeringor chemistryundergraduates
studies, that college studentstend not to distinguishamong differentsmall-group
learningforms unless pressedto do so. When pressed,studentsoverwhelmingly
differentiatesmall-grouplearning forms by setting rather than by procedures,
contrastingin-class practiceswith out-of-classmeetingsincludinglaboratorypartnerships,peer study groups, and work groups led by teachingassistants.
In this meta-analysis,we include cooperative,collaborative,and mixed forms
of small-grouplearning of various durationin different settings. We also represent links and commonalities among procedures,as suggested by Matthews and
her colleagues (1995), while noting important differences in underlying assumptions and methods of implementation.This inclusive approach follows
from two set of observations.First, substantialdifferences are apparentin the
implementation of particularprocedures. Cooperative learning pioneer David
Johnson (personal communication, March 30, 1998) notes frequent gaps between the procedures that he and his colleagues recommend and the ways in
which these procedures are actually implemented. Second, one can identify
notable similarities among divergent forms of small-grouplearning (e.g., those
identified as cooperative, collaborative,or mixed).
Research Questions
The two sets of researchquestions guiding the meta-analysisfocus on undergraduatesin SMET courses and programs.First, we addressthe main effects of
small-group learning on three broad categories of outcomes among SMET undergraduates:achievement, persistence, and attitudes.Second, we address four
categories of moderatorsof small-grouplearning.First among these four categories is potential sources of bias in the meta-analysismethod. For example, are
the effect sizes that we reportbiased because most of the researchis taken from
journals, which tend to publish predominantlystatistically-significantresults?
Second, we question whetherthe effects of small-grouplearningdiffer for various groups of students (e.g., majors or nonmajors,first-yearor other students,
men or women, predominantlywhite or predominantlyundenleplesentedgroups).
Third,we examine whethercharacteristicsof differentsmall-grouplearningprocedures (e.g., cooperative, collaborative, or mixed; time spent in groups) and
settings (in class, out of class) are related to the outcome measures within the
three broad categories. Fourth, we look more closely at different types of outcomes within the three broad categories (e.g., attitudestoward learning SMET
material, motivation to achieve, and self-esteem within attitudinaloutcomes).
26
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Meta-Analysis Method
LiteratureSearch Procedures
We screened a wide variety of electronic and print resources to identify
references for possible inclusion in this study, including ERIC, Education Index, PsycLIT, Dissertation AbstractsInternational,Medline, CINAHL (nursing
and allied health), and ASEE (American Society for Engineering Education)
conference proceedings. In addition, we reviewed the reference sections of the
myriad studies that we collected in an effort to identify other potentially relevant research. Finally, we contacted several researchersand practitionerswho
are active in the field and asked them to provide relevantresearchor to identify
additional sources of studies.
Inclusion Criteria
Five criteria determinedwhether a researchreportqualified for inclusion in
the meta-analysis. First, the study examined undergraduatesin science, mathematics, engineering, or technology courses or degree programs at accredited
postsecondaryinstitutionsin North America. Technology refers to the study of
vocational technology (e.g., allied health), not to the use of technology inside
or outside the classroom (e.g., computer-assistedinstruction).
Second, studies incorporatedsmall-groupwork inside or outside of the classroom. Small-groupwork refers to cooperativeor collaborative learning among
two to ten students. Third, to maximize ecological validity, the study was conducted in an actual classroom or programmaticsetting ratherthan under more
controlled laboratoryconditions. Fourth,the researchwas published or reported
in 1980 or later, on the groundsthat recent studies may be more relevant to the
currentglobal context in which studentslearn.Fifth, the researchreportedenough
statistical informationto estimate effect sizes.'
Metricfor Expressing Effect Sizes
The metric that we used to estimate and describe the effects of small-group
learningwas the standardizedmeandifference(d-index)effect size (Cohen, 1988).
For two-sample analyses, we calculatedthe effect size by subtractingthe control
group's average2score from the experimentalgroup's averagescore and dividing
the difference by the average of the two standarddeviations.For single-sample
analyses, we subtractedthe averagescore on the pretestfrom the averagescore on
the posttest, and again divided the differenceby the average of the two standard
deviations. For proportions,such as those associatedwith data on persistenceor
retention,we createdcontingency tables and estimatedchi-squarestatistics.
Calculations of Average Effect Sizes
One of the assumptionsunderlyingmeta-analysisis that effects are independent from one another.A problem arising from calculating average effect sizes
is deciding what represents an independent estimate of effect when a single
study reportsmultiple outcomes. Our meta-analysisused shifting units of analysis (Cooper, 1989). Each finding-level effect size, the effect related to each
separate outcome measure, was first coded as if it were an independentevent.
27
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For example, if a single study of achievementreportedeffect sizes on midterm
and final exam scores, the two nonindependentfindings were coded separately
and reportedas redundant.Combining nonindependentresults in a meta-analysis tends to inflate the Type I error rate (the probability of rejecting the null
hypothesis even though it is true). Therefore, for estimates of the effects of
small-group learning on achievement based on independentsamples within a
The
study, the two effect sizes were averaged and reportedas nonredundant.3
latter proceduregenerally results in conservative estimates of effects.
The number of nonredundant,independent findings in a meta-analysis is
generally greater than the number of studies because single studies frequently
reportthe results of more than one researchproject. For example, a single publication (or study) may reportthe results of separateresearchprojects on different groups of studentsat two or more universities.Similarly, a single study may
reportseparateresearchresults for differentgroupsof studentsin a first-semester
and a second-semesterproject.
We calculated nonredundantand effect sizes with weighted and unweighted
procedures.In the unweightedprocedure,each effect size estimatewas weighted
equally in calculating the average effect. In the weighted procedure, greater
weight was given to effect sizes associated with larger samples, based on the
assumption that the larger samples more closely approximateactual effects in
the studentpopulationof interest (Hedges & Olkin, 1985).4We tested weighted
effect size estimates for statistical significance by calculating 95% confidence
intervals. If the confidence intervaldid not include zero, the effect was characterized as statistically significant.
Testsfor Moderators
We tested potential moderatorsof small-grouplearning using homogeneity
analysis (Cooper, 1989; Hedges & Olkin, 1985). Homogeneity analysis involves
comparing the variance exhibited by a set of effect sizes with the variance
expected if only sampling erroror chance is evident. If the results of homogeneity analysis suggest that the variancein a set of effect sizes can be attributedto
sampling erroror chance alone, as indicatedby a nonsignificanttotal chi-square
statistic (Qt), the analysis is complete. In these cases, no tests of moderatorsare
necessary because one can reasonably assume that the data in the sample adequately represent a population of students. A statistically significant Qt suggests the need for furtherdivision or groupingof the data.Furthergroupingmay
be needed by population(e.g., first-yearor other students),methodological factor (e.g., researchreportedin peer-reviewedjournalor othersource), small-group
learning procedure (e.g., cooperative or collaborative learning), type of outcome measure (e.g., instructor-madeor standardtest), or a range of other potentially relevant factors.
The between-group chi-square statistic (Qb) that we report is used to test
whether the average effects of the groupings analyzed are homogeneous. A
statistically significant Qb indicates that the grouping factor contributesto the
variancein effect sizes, in other words, that the groupingfactorhas a significant
effect on the outcome measure analyzed. The within-groupchi-square statistic
(Qw) reportedis comparableto the Qt, with significant values suggesting the
need for furthergrouping.
28
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TABLE 1
Maineffectsof small-group
learning
Outcome

Studies
N

Achievement
Nonredundant 37
Redundant

N

Findings
Students

Averageeffectsize
Unweighted Weighted

Qt

49
116

3,472

0.51
0.44

0.51
0.44

90.10*
250.50*

9

10

2,014

0.47

0.46

12.75

Attitudes
Nonredundant 11
Redundant

12
40

1,293

0.50
0.38

0.55
0.39

47.79*
179.97*

Persistence

*p<0.05

Note.All weightedeffectsizesarestatistically
(the95%confidenceintervalsdo
significant
notincludezero).Unweighted
effectsizeswerenottestedforsignificance.
Thenumber
of nonredundant
thenumberof independent
findingsrepresents
samplesanalyzed.The
numberof redundant
thenumberof total,nonindependent
outcomes
findingsrepresents
measured.Studentsrefersto thenumberof studentsacrossindependent
samples.Nonredundant
andredundant
areequivalent
becausenostudy
findingsforpersistence
fromanyindependent
reported
multiplemeasures
sample.

Study Coding
The studies that we collected were coded by an analyst with extensive experience coding and analyzing research on small-grouplearning. Two additional
analysts independentlychecked the coding that we employed for this study. We
resolved occasional differences throughconsensus.
Meta-Analysis Results
The literaturesearch produced383 reportsrelatedto small-grouplearning in
postsecondarySMET from 1980 or later, 39 (10.2%) of which met the inclusion
criteria for this meta-analysis. Of the 39 studies that we analyzed, 37 (94.9%)
presented data on achievement, 9 (23.1%) on persistence or retention, and 11
(28.2%) on attitudes.These percentagessum to more than 100 because several
studies presented outcomes from more than one category. Most of the reports
that we retrieved did not qualify for inclusion because they were not based on
research.5Characteristicsof the 39 included studies are listed in the Appendix.
Main Effect of Small-GroupLearning
The main effect of small-grouplearningon achievement,persistence,and attitudes among undergraduatesin SMET was significantand positive. We summarize these results in Table 1. Based on 49 independentsamples, from 37 studies
encompassing 116 separatefindings, studentswho learnedin small groups demonstrated greater achievement (d = 0.51) than students who were exposed to
29
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FIGURE 1. Distribution of nonredundant weighted effect sizes for persistence
(n = 10). Note. Based on data from 2,014 students.
instruction without cooperative or collaborative grouping. Similarly, based on 10
independent samples and findings from 9 studies, students who worked in small
groups persisted6 through SMET courses or programs to a greater extent (d = 0.46)
than students who did not work cooperatively or collaboratively. Finally, based
on 12 independent samples, from 11 studies encompassing 40 findings, students
in small groups expressed more favorable attitudes (d = 0.55) than their counterparts in other courses or programs. These weighted effect sizes did not differ
substantially from the unweighted findings. Similarly, redundant effect sizes, based
on all nonindependent findings, were comparable to those for the nonredundant
or aggregated findings, based on the independent samples reported above.
Distribution of Effect Sizes
The results of the homogeneity analysis reported in Table 1 suggest that the
distribution of effect sizes for persistence-related outcomes (see Figure 1) can
reasonably be attributed to chance or sampling error alone. The results also
suggest that further grouping of the achievement and attitudinal data is necessary to understand the moderators of small-group learning. As indicated by
statistically significant Qt statistics, one or more factors other than chance or
sampling error account for the heterogeneous distribution of effect sizes for
achievement (see Figure 2) and attitudes (see Figure 3).
Moderators of Srall-Group Learning
Methodological factors
Our analyses of the moderators of small-group learning suggested that significant variation in effect sizes for achievement-related outcomes can be attributed to method-related influences. We summarize the results of these analyses
in Table 2. Studies that identified the investigator as the instructor reported
significantly greater effect sizes (d = 0.73) than studies that did not report the
investigator as directly involved in instruction (d = 0.41). Studies that con30
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FIGURE 2. Distribution of nonredundant weighted effect sizes for achievement
(n = 49). Note. Based on data from 3,472 students.
trasted an experimental and control group (two-sample research designs) reported significantly greater effects (d = 0.57) than studies that analyzed pretests
and posttests from a single sample (d = 0.30). Investigations undertaken at fouryear institutions were associated with significantly greater effects (d = 0.54)
than those at two-year colleges (d = 0.21). Importantly, based on data from 276
students representing seven independent samples at six two-year colleges, the
average weighted effect size of 0.21 was one of only two statistically nonsignificant results of small-group work reported in our entire study.
Several methodological factors were not associated with differences in average effects. The effects of small-group learning did not differ significantly among
the highly aggregated SMET fields of study that we examined. The average
weighted effect size (d) in allied health (including physical therapy and nurs10
Meaneffectsize = 0.55
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FIGURE 3. Distribution of nonredundant weighted effect sizes for attitudes
(n = 12). Note. Based on data from 1,293 students.
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TABLE 2
Method-relatedmoderatingeffectson achievement

Measure

StudiesIndependent
samples Averageeffectsize
N
N
StudentsUnweightedWeighted
Qb

Qw

14.32*

Instructor
Investigator
Other

15
12

18
18

1,261
1,305

0.73
0.37

0.73
0.41

Researchdesign
One-sample

6

12

764

0.42

0.30

19.11

31

37

2,559

0.54

0.57

61.95*

Institutional
type
30
Four-year
6
Two-year

41
7

3,163
276

0.57
0.15

0.54
0.21"D

Discipline
Science
Mathematics
AlliedHealth

9
22
6

14
29
6

1,071
1,956
445

0.46
0.52
0.55

0.42
0.53
0.66

Publication
type
Journal
Other

21
16

29
20

2,166
1,306

0.57
0.42

0.56
0.43

Two-sample

30.32*
15.04
9.03*

6.70*
76.22*
7.15
3.85
23.59*
46.25*
16.41*
2.94

46.81*
40.34*

p < 0.05

Note.Unlessnoted",allweightedeffectsizesarestatistically
(the
significant
significant
effectsizeswerenottested
95%confidenceintervalsdonotincludezero).Unweighted
forsignificance.
ing) was 0.66, compared with 0.53 in mathematics (including statistics and
computer science) and 0.42 in the sciences (including chemistry, biology, and
physics). No evidence of publication bias was apparent.Although effect sizes
reportedin journals were slightly greater(d = 0.56) than those reportedin theses, conference proceedings, or other reports(d = 0.43), the difference was not
statistically significant. The statistically significant Qw statistics reported in
Table 2 suggest the need for furthergroupingof several factors to better understand other method-relatedmoderatorsof small-grouplearningon achievement.
Similar to the data on achievement,much of the variance in effect sizes for
attitudinaloutcomes (Table 3) was associated with methodological factors. Unlike the data on achievement,however, the effects of small-grouplearning differed significantly among SMET fields of study. The average weighted effect
size (d) in the sciences was 0.87, comparedwith 0.62 in allied health, 0.43 in
mathematics, and 0.25 in engineering. These differences are based on a relatively small number of independentsamples.
Also unlike the data on achievement, studies on attitudes with enhanced
research designs, which compared an experimentaland control group, did not
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TABLE 3
Method-related
moderating
effectsonattitudes
Measure

StudiesIndependent
samples Averageeffectsize
N
N
StudentsUnweighted
WeightedQb

Qw

22.02*

Discipline
Science
Mathematics
Engineering
AlliedHealth

3
5
1
2

3
5
2
2

500
251
415
127

0.82
0.43
0.25
0.49

0.87
0.43
0.25
0.62

Researchdesign
One-sample
Two-sample

4
7

5
7

900
393

0.57
0.46

0.55
0.56

Publication
type
Journal
Other

4
7

4
8

485
808

0.59
0.46

0.77
0.42

16.86*
1.45
0.00
7.46*
0.01
20.45*
27.34*
8.44*
8.05*
31.30*

* < 0.05
p

Note.All weightedeffectsizesarestatistically
(the95%confidence
significant
significant
effectsizeswerenottestedforsignificance.
intervalsdonotincludezero).Unweighted

report significantly greatereffects (d = 0.56) than studies that analyzed pretests
and postests from a single sample (d = 0.55). The attitudinaldata did show
evidence of publicationbias, with greatereffects reportedin journals (d = 0.77)
than in other sources (d = 0.42). All attitudinalstudies originatedat four-year
institutions, precluding an analysis by institutionaltype. We also did not have
sufficient data to analyze differences between instruction by the investigator
and by other individuals. As in the analysis of achievement-relatedoutcomes,
the statistically significant Qw statistics reportedin Table 3 suggest the necessity for furthergrouping to better understandother moderatorsof small-group
learning on students' attitudes.
Groups of students
Ourmoderatoranalysisof the effects of small-grouplearningon differentgroups
of students addressedissues of gender and racial or ethnic equity, although we
had somewhatlimited data from which to analyze contrastsbetween mixed composition and compositionpredominantlyor exclusively of women or membersof
groups (AfricanAmericansand Latinas/os).We summarizethe
underrepresented
results of these analyses in Table 4. Based on a relatively large numberof independentsamples (n = 48), no significantdifferencein the positive effects of smallgroup learning on students' achievement was evident between predominantly
female (d = 0.39) and heterogeneousor mixed gender groups (d = 0.55). An
analysis of fewer samples (n = 12) indicated that the benefits of small-group
learningon students'attitudeswere greaterfor predominantlyfemale groups(d =
0.72) than groups of mixed gender(d = 0.44). This differenceis due primarilyto
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TABLE 4
Moderatingeffects of small-grouplearningon studentgroups.
Measure

Studies Independentsamples Averageeffect size
N
N
Students UnweightedWeighted Qb

Achievement
Pred. women
Heterogeneous

Qw

3.50
8
28

13
35

737
2,653

0.41
0.54

0.39
0.55

Pred. white
25
6
Heterogeneous
Pred.underrep. 6
group

35
7
7

2,308
351
767

0.48
0.36
0.97

0.46
0.42
0.76

SMET majors
Non-majors
Preservice
teachers

10
5
6

11
8
11

1,243
435
601

0.65
0.62
0.48

0.61
0.61
0.40

First-year
Other

12
7

15
10

1,417
766

0.52
0.58

0.52
0.54

5
6

7
5

53.0
763

0.51
0.50

0.72
0.44

First-year
Other

3
3

3
4

229
814

0.73
0.59

0.82
0.55

SMET majors
Preservice
teachers

5
4

6
4

724
489

0.51
0.52

0.46
0.70

26.42*
57.44*
12.26*
49.26*
4.96
21.32*
4.35
33.23*
4.64
20.60*
0.01

Attitudes
Pred. women
Heterogeneous

31.79*
32.40*
5.59*
28.93*
13.27*
2.91
17.58*
20.36*
3.85*
36.80*
6.62

*p < 0.05
Note. All weightedeffect sizes arestatisticallysignificantsignificant(the95%confidence
intervalsdo not includezero). Unweightedeffect sizes were not testedfor significance.
the results from a single study, however, as suggested by the much smaller differences in unweighted effect sizes (0.51 and 0.50).
Next, we contrasted the effects of small-group learning for students based on
the racial or ethnic composition of the group. In so doing, we assumed that groups
were predominantly white when reports did not explicitly identify them as heteroof members of
or exclusively
geneous or composed predominantly
The
of
effect
positive
underrepresented groups.
small-group learning on students'
achievement was significantly greater for groups composed primarily or exclusively of African Americans and Latinas/os (d = 0.76) compared with predominantly white (d = 0.46) and relatively heterogeneous (d = 0.42) groups. Sufficient
data were not available to anayze whether the racial or ethnic composition of
groups moderated the effects of small-group learning on students' attitudes.
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We also contrastedeffects for SMETmajors(d = 0.61), preserviceteachers(d =
0.40), and other nonmajors(d = 0.61) and the effects for first-year(d = 0.52) and
other (d = 0.54) students on achievement-relatedmeasures.None of these contrastswas statisticallysignificant.Finally, we contrastedthe effects of small-group
learning on attitudinaloutcomes for these groups of students. No statistically
significantdifference in attitudeswas apparentbetween first-year(d = 0.82) and
other (d = 0.55) students,most likely because this contrastwas based on a relatively small numberof independentsamples. Preserviceteachers (d = 0.70) expressed significantlymore favorableattitudesin generalthan SMET majors(d =
0.46), althoughthis resultwas againlargely due to the influenceof a single study.
Small-group learning procedures
Ouropportunitiesto determinewhetherdifferentsmall-groupproceduresmoderate the effects of small-grouplearning in general were limited by relatively
sparse descriptions of detailed teaching and learning practices in most studies.
Yet we were able to analyze pedagogical moderatorsthrough high-inference
coding (Hall, Rosenthal, Tickle-Degnen, & Mosteller, 1994) based on the authors' descriptionsof conceptualor theoreticalfoundations(e.g., constructivism
or social interdependence)and actual classroom or programmaticpractices.We
summarizethese effects in Table 5. No significantlydifferenteffects on achievement were apparentbetween cooperative (d = 0.56), collaborative (d = 0.52),
and mixed (d = 0.47) forms of small-grouplearning.We did not have sufficient
data to evaluate the effects of different forms of small-grouplearning on students' attitudes. The teaching and learning setting was also associated with
significantly different effects on achievement, with a higher average weighted
effect for out-of-class meetings (d = 0.65)-typically study sessions-than for
in-class instruction(d = 0.44). The patternof differenceswas reversedfor attitudinal outcomes. More favorable effects on attitudes were evident for in-class
instruction(d = 0.59) than for out-of-class meetings (d = 0.24). Various procedures for placing studentsinto working groups-self-selection by students,random assignment by instructors, and nonrandomassignment by instructorswere not associated with significantly different achievement-relatedor attitudinal outcomes. This last result was based on relatively small samples.
We also examined the time that students spent in groups. Our measure was
based on available data that reflected the following four factors:(a) the duration
of each study (i.e., one semester or more), (b) the numberof sessions in which
group work was possible, (c) the time available for group work during those
sessions, and (d) the time students actually spent working together. We represented the time that studentsspent in groups as high, medium, or low. We coded
as high any semester- or quarter-lengthstudy that met more than once a week,
during which students spent half or more of the course time working in groups.
High group time also included small-groupworkshopsthatmet for a semester or
longer. We coded as medium group time shorterterm studies, including workshops or seminars that were less than a semester long, and any semester or
quarterlength study that met more than once a week, during which students
spent less than half of the course time working in groups. Medium group time
also included courses that met only once a week, during which time students
spent an hour or less in groups. We coded as low group time studies in which
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TABLE 5
Moderatingeffectsof small-grouplearningprocedureson outcomes.
Measure

Studies Independentsamples Averageeffect size
N
N
Students UnweightedWeighted Qb

Achievement
Pedagogy
8
Cooperative
Collaborative 7
Mixed
13
Setting
In-class
26
9
Out-of class
Placementinto groups
Random
9
Non-random
7
4
Self-selected
Time in groups
12
High
Med.
8
7
Low
Attitudes
Setting
8
In-class
Out-of-class
3
Placementinto groups
4
Random
Non-random
2
Time in groups
6
High
3
Med.
Low
2

Qw

4.07
16
7
19

1,156
898
1,100

0.54
0.56
0.47

0.56
0.52
0.55

34
13

2,223
1,090

0.48
0.60

0.44
0.65

13
7
5

573
451
306

0.46
0.67
0.50

0.46
0.65
0.59

13
10
10

1,168
515
538

0.53
0.63
0.52

0.52
0.73
0.52

9
3

1,140
153

0.58
0.29

0.59
0.24

5
2

574
119

0.40
0.40

0.34
0.44

6
4
2

666
500
127

0.64
0.31
0.49

0.77
0.26
0.37

59.68*
3.24
24.09*
6.86*
51.57*
30.09*
2.04
11.07
13.39*
4.59
3.98
24.05*
7.88
12.83
4.22*
42.57*
1.00
0.22
10.96*
0.20
17.75*
21.81*
0.76
7.46

*p < 0.05
Note. All weightedeffect sizes arestatisticallysignificantsignificant(the 95%confidence
intervalsdo not includezero). Unweightedeffect sizes were not testedfor significance.

group work was conducted informally outside of class, used for lecture breaks,
or employed only for quizzes and tests. We did not include studies in this
contrast when no information about duration was available or when information
about the number of class meetings each week was missing.
No significant association between the measures of time spent in groups and
achievement was evident. We noted a trend toward greater achievement-related
effects with medium group time (d = 0.73) than with group time that was high (d
= 0.52) or low (d = 0.52). In contrast, the data suggested that greater time spent
working in groups had significantly more favorable effects on students' attitudes,
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TABLE 6
Moderatingeffects of small-grouplearning withinoutcomemeasures

Measure

StudiesIndependent
samples Averageeffectsize
N
N StudentsUnweighted
Weighted Qb

Achievement

Qw

10.90*

31

40

2,614

0.56

0.59

65.51*

8

13

1,011

0.37

0.33

39.15*

Attitudes
Towardmaterial 6
Self-esteem
6
Motivation
2

7
6
3

939
377
483

0.53
0.47
0.16

0.56
0.61
0.18'"

Exam/grade
Standardtest

13.34*
20.19*
26.53*
0.54

*p < 0.05

Note.Unlessnoted", allweightedeffectsizesarestatistically
(the95%
significant
confidenceintervalsdonotincludezero).Unweighted
effectsizeswerenottestedfor
significance.

with effects sizes of 0.77 for high grouptime, 0.26 for medium,and 0.37 for low.
The latterresult was based on a relativelysmall numberof independentsamples.
Outcome measures

Next, we contrastedachievement-relatedoutcomes by the type of assessment
method. We summarizethe results of these analyses in Table 6. Investigatorsof
40 independentsamples assessed achievementwith instructor-madeexams (typically concept tests) or grades and 13 did so with standardtests. Standardtests
employed included the Test of IntegratedProcess Skills and Test of Logical
Thinking Skills (O'Brien & Peters, 1994), State Board Examinationfor Nurses
(Frierson, 1986), Academic Assessment and Placement ProgramMathematics
Examination (Harding & Fletcher,'1994), and Test of Achievement in Basic
Skills (Jimison, 1990). The effects of small-grouplearningon achievementwere
significantly greater when measured with instructor-madeexams or grades
(d = 0.59) than with the standard instruments (d = 0.33).

Finally, we took a more nuanced look at types of attitudes, including data
from seven samples on attitudes toward learning SMET material, six on selfesteem, and three on motivation to achieve. Standardinstrumentsemployed to
measure attitudestowardlearningSMET materialincluded the Revised Science
AttitudeScale (Hall, 1992) and the AttitudetowardMathematicsTest (Valentino,
1988). Standardmeasures of self-esteem were collected with the Mathematics
Attitude Inventory (Shearn & Davidson, 1989) and the Mathematics Anxiety
RatingScale (Valentino,1988). Pisani (1994) employed items reflectingstudents'
quality of effort from the College StudentExperience Questionnaireto measure
students' motivation to achieve. Other attitudinalmeasures were based on instructor-madesurveys. Although small-groupwork among studentshad significant and positive effects on students' attitudes toward learning the material
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(d = 0.56) and their self-esteem (d = 0.61), the effect on their motivation to
achieve (d = 0.18) was one of only two nonsignificantresults of small-group
work that we reportin this study.
Discussion and Conclusions
Robust Main Effects
The results of the meta-analysissuggest that small-grouplearning has statistically significant and positive effects on undergraduatesin SMET courses and
programs.Evaluatingthe practicalsignificance of the effects requiresadditional
interpretation,however. As Rosenthal (1994) suggests, "neither experienced
behavioralresearchersnor experienced statisticians[have] had a good intuitive
feel for the practical meaning of common effect size estimators . . ." (p. 242).

Researchers in education and other fields continue to discuss how to evaluate
the practical significance of an effect size. Cohen (1988) recommends that
d = 0.20 (small effect), d = 0.50 (moderateeffect), and d = 0.80 (large effect)
serve as general guidelines across disciplines. Within education, conventional
measures of the practical significance of an effect size range from 0.25 (e.g.,
Tallmadge, 1977) to 0.50 (Rossi & Wright, 1977). Many educationresearchers
(e.g., Gall, Borg, & Gall, 1996) consideran effect size of 0.33 as the minimumto
establish practical significance. Others (e.g., Wolf, 1986) suggest consulting
general guidelines first, followed by comparisonswith conceptually related effects found in the professional literature.We do both.
Average main effect sizes are consistently aroundhalf a standarddeviation,
exceeding most findings in comparable reviews of educational innovations.
Based on a synthesis of more than 300 meta-analyses, the average effect of
classroom-basededucationalinterventionson studentachievementis 0.40 (Hattie,
Marsh, Neill, & Richards, 1997). The 0.51 effect of small-group learning on
achievementreportedin this study would move a studentfrom the 50th percentile to the 70th on a standardized(norm-referenced)test. Similarly, a 0.46 effect
on students' persistence is enough to reduce attritionfrom SMET courses and
programsby 22%.7The 0.55 effect on students' attitudesfar exceeds the average effect of 0.28 (Hattie et al., 1997) for classroom-basededucationalinterventions on affective outcome measures.Even if these large effects could be attributed primarilyto greaterexpectations and efforts accompanyingthe novelty of
most educationalinnovations(reportedby Walberg, 1984, as an estimated average effect of 0.28), this possibility does not representa majorcriticism of smallgroup learning.Indeed, one might consider any educationalprogramor practice
that can achieve such high effects as worthwhile.
Furtherevidence of the robustnessof the effects is found in the small differences between unweighted and weighted, redundantand nonredundanteffect
sizes. These small differences suggest that the effects are not unduly influenced
by a few unrepresentativestudies. In addition,the independentsamples that we
analyzed are based on responses from a large number of students: 3,471 on
achievement, 2,014 on persistence, and 1,293 on attitudes. (Some respondents
are counted for two or three outcomes.) Importantly,all averageeffect sizes are
positive and only two, achievement at two-year colleges (based on responses
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from 276 students) and motivation to achieve (based on responses from 483
students), are not statistically significant.
Moderators of Small-GroupLearning Effects
Methodological factors
We present our moderatoranalyses as exploratorybecause of the relatively
small number of independent samples involved. Overall, our analyses of the
methodological moderatorssupportthe robustnessof the effects of small-group
learning on achievement,persistence,and attitudes.We did not analyze moderators for the persistence data because the homogeneous variance suggests that
their distributioncan reasonablybe attributedto chance or sampling erroralone.
For achievement-relatedoutcomes, however, the difference in results between
two-sample and one-sample studies is consistent with the propositionthat studies with enhancedresearchdesigns reportgreatereffects of small-grouplearning.
A common criticism of meta-analysisrelates to bias resultingfrom the undue
influence of statistically significant results reported in journals over unpublished reportsof statisticallynonsignificantresults,the latterof which frequently
are not submittedto or accepted by journal editors because they are not considered newsworthy. We were able to measure publication bias because we reviewed both published and unpublishedresearch reports. Publication bias was
evident in studies of attitudes,but not of achievement.One might interpretthis
result as suggesting that journal editors and reviewers are not biased toward
reportingpredominantlysignificant and positive results of small-grouplearning
on students' achievement, but, at the same time, are somewhat biased toward
reportingpredominantlysignificant and positive results of small-grouplearning
on students' attitudes.Alternately,the quantitativedata requiredfor meta-analysis may reflect students' ambivalence toward learning in unfamiliarways. Any
conclusions should be regarded as tentative, however, because our analysis
includes only four studies of attitudes reported in journals. Effect sizes not
reportedin journals, including achievement-relatedeffects from 20 independent
samples encompassing 1,305 students,were significant and positive on average.
In general, our data supportthe inference of robust effects across the disciplines. No significant differences on achievement-relatedoutcomes for students
in different fields of study are apparent.Based on analyses of a relatively small
number of samples, the positive effects of small-group learning on students'
attitudes in the sciences appear to be somewhat greater than those in other
SMET fields. Substantive interpretationsof potentially different effects by aggregated SMET fields of study (science, mathematics,engineering,and technology-represented by allied health) are difficult, however, without additional
data related to the types of tasks on which group members work and the working relationship among the group members.
Effects on achievementin studies that identifiedthe investigatoras the smallgroup instructor were greater than in studies that did not. Still, the average
effect sizes for both groups were positive and significant. At least two explanations are possible. One is that investigatorswho also served as instructorsmay
have biased the research results toward their expectations. Alternately, investigators may have tended to implement small-group learning procedures some39
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what more effectively than their counterparts.These two explanations are not
mutually exclusive.
Groups of students
Our analyses of the effects of small-group learning on different groups of
students produced significant and positive results for achievement-relatedoutcomes. The effects were consistent for the different groups we studied and did
not vary significantlybetween men and women; SMET majors,preserviceteachers, and other nonmajors;or first-yearand other students.These general effects
are particularlyimportantbecause they suggest that some small-groupwork is
more effective thanpurely lecture-basedinstructionin the gateway courses taken
by majors who strive toward SMET professions, to preservice teachers who
aspire to convey the excitement of SMET to students, and to other nonmajors
who hope to gain SMET literacy.In addition,the positive effects of small-group
learningwere significantly greaterfor membersof underrepresentedgroups (African Americans and Latinas/os).
Small-groupworkalso led to morefavorableattitudesbetweenmen andwomen;
SMET majorsand preserviceteachers;first-yearand other students.More favorable attitudeswere especially evident in groups of women. These results are particularly importantgiven widespreadefforts among policymakersand practitioners to develop favorableattitudestowardSMET among all students.
Small-group learning procedures.
We found no significant differences in the positive effects of cooperative,
collaborative, or mixed forms of small-group learning on students' achievement. One might interpretthis result as supporting the conclusion that "any
movement in the direction of getting studentsmore actively involved should be
commended, not faulted, if one or more elements of a certain technique are not
executed according to dogma" (Cooper & Robinson, 1998, p. 386). We also
found that out-of-class meetings (typically study sessions) have greatereffects
on students' achievement than in-class collaboration,and in-class collaboration
has more favorable effects on students' attitudes than out-of-class meetings.
Various proceduresfor assigning studentsto groups do not seem to have significantly different effects on student achievement. The analysis suggests that the
more time students spend working in groups, the more favorabletheir learningrelated attitudes become.
Outcomemeasures
The effects of small-grouplearningwere moderatedby the way that achievement was assessed and the type of attitudemeasured.Significantly greateraverage effects sizes were apparentwhen achievementwas measuredby instructormade exams or gradesthan when achievementwas measuredwith more standard
tests. The general lack of detailed descriptions of the assessment instruments
and the types of tasks associated with each assessment in the research reports
that we analyzed impede clarity on questions of why this occurred,however.
One possible interpretationis that instructor-madeexams and grades are not
as objective in assessing student learning as more standardinstruments.This
interpretationis consistent with the proposition that investigators who also
40
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served as instructorsmay have biased the researchresults towardtheir expectations. Anotheris that the standardtests used in these studies, such as the Test of
Achievement in Basic Skills (Jimison, 1990), may tend to assess content knowledge rather than higher-orderthinking skills and problem-solving ability. Research reviews (e.g., Cohen, 1994; Pascarella & Terenzini, 1991) suggest that
less constrainedinteractionsor more frequentdiscussions between students and
faculty or among students lead to greater higher-orderthinking or problemsolving ability, but not necessarily to greater content knowledge.
Finally, the finding that small-group learning leads to greater self-esteem
among college studentsis consistent with previous research(e.g., Johnsonet al.,
1991a, 1991b). Small-grouplearning also leads to more favorable attitudestoward learning the material. Perhaps the nonsignificant effect of small-group
learning on students' motivation to achieve reflects the need for more effective
implementationof one or more of the motivation-enhancingproceduresassociated with cooperativelearning(Johnson& Johnson, 1989; Johnsonet al., 1991a,
1991b) under some conditions. This interpretationis consistent with the results
of Walberg's (1984) research synthesis suggesting that cooperative learning
produces average effect sizes of 0.76 on student learning outcomes-an effect
considerably larger than most reportedin this study. Alternately, the measures
of motivation to achieve in these studies might reflect relatively stable personality traitsthat are not as amenableto change throughshort-term(e.g., semesterlong) interventionsas are other attitudestoward learning.
Limitationsof the Study
The meta-analysisis limited in a numberof ways. Perhapsits greatestlimitation is closely related to its greatest strength. By including only field studies,
the analysis gains ecological validity (reflecting teaching and learning in realistic contexts), but sacrifices some internal validity relative to more controlled
laboratorystudies. Consequently,the main effects of various small-grouplearning methods can be generalized with a great deal of confidence, although opportunities for comparing the relative effectiveness of the full range of smallgroup learning practices (i.e., to what extent were specific cooperative learning
proceduresapplied?)on differentgroups of studentsin various settings are more
limited. Analyses of laboratorystudies and of studies that comparetwo or more
small-group learning methods might provide greater clarity on the impact of
different small-group learning procedures.Four studies included in this metaanalysis also offer contrastsof the effects of two or more small-grouplearning
methods: Borresen (1990), O'Brien and Peters (1994), Shear and Davidson
(1989), and Smith (1984). We also found four additionalfield studies that only
contrast the effects of various small-grouplearning methods with one another:
Burron, James, and Ambrosio (1993); Rice and Gabel (1990); Smith, Johnson,
and Johnson (1984); Watson and Marshall (1995). These and similar studies
could be synthesized in future research.
Our analyses of moderatorsof small-groupwork were also limited somewhat
by relatively small samples. We conductedmoderatoranalyses only when sufficient data were available. We identified all of our conclusions based on the
moderator analyses that we conducted as tentative pending further investigation. Moreover, primarilybecause of the breadthof our focus on effectiveness,
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we did not attemptto analyze issues of efficiency (e.g., time and expense preparing lessons) or other barriers(e.g., faculty reward structuresor lack of resources) to broaderimplementationof small-grouplearning.These issues have
been addressedby the National Science Foundation(1996) and warrantcontinued investigation.
Implicationsfor Theory,Research, Policy, and Practice
Despite its limitations, this meta-analysis has importantimplications. The
results suggest that small-group learning is effective in undergraduateSMET
courses and programsand supportmore widespreadimplementationof smallgroup learning in undergraduateSMET. Students who learn in small groups
generally demonstrategreater academic achievement, express more favorable
attitudes toward learning, and persist through SMET courses or programsto a
greater extent than their more traditionallytaught counterparts.The reported
effects are relatively large in research on educational innovation and have a
great deal of practical significance.
Results of the analyses of student groups have particularlyimportantimplications for policy and practice because they are consistent with the proposition
that small-group work is warrantedin SMET courses and programs, and that
effective alternativesto purely lecture-basedinstructionare readily available. In
addition, the results suggest that small-group learning may have particularly
groups
largeeffects on the academicachievementof membersof underrepresented
and the learning-relatedattitudesof women and preservice teachers.Moreover,
our analysis of small-grouplearningproceduressuggests that greatertime spent
working in groups leads to more favorable attitudesamong students in general
and that even minimal group work can have positive effects on studentachievement. Furthermore,small-grouplearning can reduce attritionin SMET courses
and programs substantially.The 22%'difference in attritionthat we report is
based on data from various groups of students, from multiple postsecondary
institutions, reflecting vastly divergent forms of small-groupwork.
One importantnext step is to forge stronger links between learning theory
and practice. Although researchindicates that small-grouplearning has significant effects, we do not have a unified theoreticalbasis for understandinghow
and why that is the case (Gamson, 1994). Much work remains to move beyond
a "black box" approachand to gain a greater understandingof how and why
small-group learning is effective (Cohen, 1994; Hertz-Lazarowitz,Benveniste
Kirkus,& Miller, 1992; O'Donnell & Dansereau,1992). A greatdeal of research
conducted in the psychology laboratorycould inform these analyses. Indeed,
the necessity for a theoreticalfoundationfor practice is supportedby research
(e.g., Johnson & Johnson, 1989; Woolfolk Hoy & Tschannen-Moran,1999)
suggesting that faculty are likely to abandon instructionalinnovations when
initial problems occur if they are not familiar with the theories behind their
implementation.Yet knowledge of theory alone is not enough to inform practice. Practitionersmust be adept at understandingnuances of situationsto determine when a principle actually is applicable. Resources available for practitioners are listed in an annotatedbibliographypublished by the National Institute
for Science Education (Cooper & Robinson, 1997).
From our viewpoint, work towardimprovinglearningin undergraduateSMET
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should increasinglyinvolve researchersand practitionerssharingdiverse perspectives and comparingdata collected and analyzed throughvarious methods. The
burgeoning literature on innovation in science education (e.g., McNeal &
D'Avanzo, 1997; Mintzes, Wandersee,& Novak, 1998) reflects a positive trend
towardconstructivechange. We hope for bridgesbetween practitionersof different small-grouplearning methods and links among researcherswho work with
quantitativeand qualitativemethods. Perhapsthe most importantcomponent of
futureanalyses is the need for more detaileddescriptionsof small-groupprocesses
or proceduresby investigatorsor instructorswho reportresearchon the effects of
theirwork. What was done thatcan be replicated?A second importantcomponent
is the need for more detailed descriptionsof the type of task in which students
were involved. Was the task structured,with predefinedproceduresleading to a
single answer;or open-ended,with several possible paths towardmore than one
acceptableoutcome? A thirdfactor is the need for more authenticassessmentof
higher-orderthinkingand problemsolving. Fourth,more comparisonsof the effects of variousforms of small-grouplearningare needed.Fifth, reportinggrading
procedureswould help future analyses a great deal. Were students graded on a
curve or throughcriterion-basedmeasures?Sixth, researchon the moderatorsof
small-grouplearning on college studentsbased on achievementlevel is needed.
Is small-grouplearningeffective in general (as suggested by this study) or could
it have differentialeffects on high- or low-achievingstudents.Seventh, questions
of efficiency need to be addressedas well as questionsof effectiveness. What are
potentialbarriersto more widespreadimplementationof small-grouplearningand
how might they be surmounted?
The primarychallenge, however, is in moving from analysis to action. The
magnitudeof the effects reportedin this study exceeds most findings in comparable reviews of research on educationalinnovations and supportsmore widespread implementationof small-grouplearning in undergraduateSMET. Smallgroup learning is clearly successful in a great variety of forms and settings and
holds considerable promise for improving undergraduateSMET education. As
recommendedby the National ResearchCouncil (1996), "Innovationsand successes in educationneed to spreadwith the speed and efficiency of new research
results" (pp. 5-6). Effective action will requirebridges among policymakers at
national, state, institutional,and departmentallevels and between practitioners
and scholars across the disciplines. Through collaboration among representatives of these diverse groups, progress can be made toward promoting broader
implementationof small-grouplearning.
Notes
The authorswish to thankthe following reviewers for theirhelpful comments
on earlier drafts of this manuscript:James Cooper, Roger Johnson, Karl Smith,
Andrew Porter, Jeffery Braden, Clifton Conrad, and all the participantsin the
National Institute for Science Education's 1997 Review Panel on Cooperative
Learning. This research was previously presented at the 1997 meeting of the
Association for the Study of Higher Education,Albuquerque,NM.
1In additionto the numberof participantsin experimentaland control groups,
qualified studies reporteither means and standarddeviations, chi-square statis43
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tics, F ratio, t value, r-index,p value, or z score.
2
Unless otherwise noted, average refers to the mean.
3 Each
independenteffect size was multipliedby the inverse of its variance,
then the sum of these productswas divided by the sum of the inverses.
4 In the
weighted procedure, the nonredundanteffect is weighted by the
inverse of its variance.Thus, the samplecontributesonly one effect size weighted
proportionallyto its sample size. In an analysis that examined the effects of
small-grouplearning on separatefindings however, this sample contributesone
effect estimate to each of the two calculations.Thus, the shifting unit approach
retains as much data as possible while holding to a minimum any violation of
the assumption that the data points are independent.
5 Studies dated 1980 or later were excluded as follows: 199 (52.0%) did not
involve research (including conceptual papers and classroom resources), 92
(24.0%) did not report sufficient quantitativedata to estimate effect sizes (including qualitative investigations), 37 (9.7%) were conducted in psychology
laboratories, 12 (3.1%) were conducted outside accreditedpostsecondaryinstitutions in North America, and 4 (1.0%) compared one or more small-group
learning methods with each other.
6 Persistence was defined as successful
completion of a course or program,
and was operationalizedin five independentsamples with a course grradeof C
or better,two independentsamples with a course grade of D or better,and three
independent samples with retention in a program from one to two-and-a-half
years.
7 This
figure was derived by transformingthe d-index effect size to an r-index
(Cooper, 1989, p. 105) and the r-index to a binomial effect size (Rosenthal &
Rubin, 1982, p. 167).
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APPENDIX
Characteristicsof studies in the meta-analysis
Effect
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Pedagogy Outcome
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physicaltherapy

Jimison, L.

1990 dissertation mathematics medium unknown achievement 0.77

Johnson,S.

1992 report

Jones, D.

1996 conferencepaper
engineering medium unknown attitudes

Kacer,B.

1990 unpublished mathematics medium mixed

FirstAuthor
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Characteristicsof studies in the meta-analysis
FirstAuthor

Year Source

Discipline
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Pedagogy Outcome
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